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Status
Open

Subject
Adding YAML to GeSHi - Generic Syntax Highlighter for use in profiles

Version
3.x

Category
- Feature request
- Dogfood on a *.tiki.org site

Feature
Wiki Plugin (extends basic syntax)
Wiki Syntax (text area, parser, external wiki, etc)
Profile Manager

Submitted by
Marc Laporte

Lastmod by
Marc Laporte

Rating

Description
Profiles are cool
YAML is cool
GeSHi is cool.
The CODE plugin is cool.

Now, when making profiles using YAML, it would be nice to have GeSHi Syntax Highlighter in the CODE/YAML/Profiles definitions.

Reference:

Importance
5

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk

Ticket ID
2325

Created
Friday 20 February, 2009 00:00:33 GMT-0000

LastModif
Friday 20 February, 2009 00:04:51 GMT-0000

Comments

Marc Laporte 23 Sep 10 08:04 GMT-0000

see:

SyntaxHighlighter is licensed MIT so we could bundled (vs the current Geshi lib which much be installed separately)

Attachments
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